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ABSTRACT

Nonuniformity of the occurrence of large slip events producing surface ruptures
on seismogenic faults and variations in slip rate probably characterize seismo-
genic faulting in the Great Basin province, Western United States. Examples
include: the grouping of faulting events along the Lost River fault, Idaho; changes
in tilt rates of the East Range and Cortez Mountains, Nevada; extension of slip
along a fault on the northwest flank of the Humboldt Range, Nevada; and migration
or shifting of slip back and forth from one fault to another along subparallel
range-front faults, in Dixie Valley, Nevada.

, INTRODUCTION

This paper develops the thesis that slip accompanied by sUTface faulting events,
and displacement of range blocks in the Great Basin province, We~tern United
States, have not been uniform. Variations' e~ist 9n many time scales ranging from
less than 1,000 yr to several million years. Variations. involve both temporal and
spatial grouping of large surface faulting events, and migration of such events both
alQng individual fau)ts and from subproYincetosubpl"{)¥i-nGe.Although fragmentary
field evidence seems to strongly suggest the con~epts proposed, far more detailed
investigations are needed to confirm anq characterize the timing and patterns of
grouping, migration, and variations of faulting event~ and slip rates.

In general, the average recurrence interval for large-scale displacements (those
J

measured in mete~s of displacement along fault traces several kilometers long) on
individual faults or segments of faults have been several thousands ofiyears to mor~
than 100,000 yr. Slip rates are of the order of 0.01 to 1.0 mm/yr on th~ average, but
for a few hundred or a few thousand years the slip rate may be an order of magnitude
r;reater or smaller. Only a few examples are presented to illustrate several types of
variations in faulting and slip rates.

The conclusions and suggestions about variations in slip rate presented here are
derived largely from geomorphic and stratigraphic evidence along range-front faults.
The degree of degradation of fault scarps in alluvium and colluvium, for example,
provides excellent evidence of at least the relative ages of displacement events.
Displacement events alsQ may be recorded in the stratigraphic and structural
relations exposed in trenches dug across range-front faults. The relations of larger
features such as pediments and faceted spurs along range fronts, and offsets of
geologic units of late Cenozoic age provide additional evidence that slip rates on
faults are not uniform.

GROUPING OF DISPLACEMENT EVENTS ALONG SEGMENTS OF
RANGE-FRONT FAULTS

.

Repeated displacements have occurred along some segments of range-front faults
while nearby segments of the same fault zone have remained unbroken. Later,
repeated displacements have taken place on those nearby segments while the
original segment remained inactive. This phenomenon is referred to as "grouping,"
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which is similar in a sense to seismic clustering, but individual displacement events
and related earthquakes in a group may be separated by hundreds and possibly
thousands of years, and relatively dormant periods may last tens of thousands of

years.
Many range blocks are tilted or uplifted by approximately equal amounts along

their entire lengths; for example, the topographic relief on the Stillwater, Tobin,
Humboldt, and Toiyabe Ranges in Nevada is between 1,200 and 1,400 m along
much of their lengths. Some elongate ranges taper to lower relief at their ends.
Segments of the range-front faults commonly relate to secondary blocks into which
the main range is d~vided. Schwartz and Coppersmith (1984, 1986) describe several
examPles of segmentation and discuss their implications in seismic hazard assess-
ment.

The overall tilting or uplift of a range seems to be accomplished by first one
segment of a range-front fault then another having a series of displacement events,
each series being followed by a period of quiescence. Slip rates during a group of
events along a segment of fault, thus, could be considerably greater than the long-
term average slip rate represented by the overall uplift rate of the range. During
quiescent periods, the slip rates would be lower than the" average rate and might
even be zero.

This grouping phenomenon may be exemplified by faulting along the west flank
of the Lost River Range, Idaho (Figure 1), although the evidence is as yet preliminary
and somewhat' equivocal. On 28 October 1983, an earthquake of Ms 7.3 was
accompanied by surface displacement totaling about 33 km in length on two
segments of the Lost River fault (Crone and Machette, 1984; Scott et al., 1985). A
displacement event prior to 1983 on the Thousand Springs segment, the main
segment ruptured in 1983, is estimated by Scott et al. (1985) to have occurred
several thousand years later than 15,000 yr ago, possibly 6,000 yr ago (Schwartz
and Coppersmith, 1986). Prior to the older event, a more extended period without
major displacement is suggested by the absence of relief, other than that created by
the 1983 and 6,000-yr-old event, along the fault where it cuts the Willow Creek fan
in the central part or the Thousand Springs segment. Scott et al. (1985) also suggest
that the adjacent segment to the south, the Mackay segment, had been very active~
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FIG. 1. Diagram showing distribution of displacement events along the Lost River fault, Lost River
Range, Idaho, in 1983 and previously during late Quaternary time. Based largely on data and interpre-
tations by Scott et ai. (1985) and K. L. Pierce (written communcation, 1986).
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FIG. 2. Map of fault scarps along the east flank of the Stillwater Range, Nevada in area of the U.S.
Geological Survey I X :t::topographic quadrangle map. Displacexrlent occurred in 1954 principally on the
main range-front fault, but none had occurred there previously in Holocene time. In contrast, along the
fault that breaks the piedmont slope a kilometer or two east of the range front, displacement occurred
in 1954 and previously in Holocene time as well as several other times in late Quaternary time, while
the range-front fault remained quiescent. This map shows only a portion of the 1954 scarp.

in late Quaternary time, the last displacement event occurring about 4,000 yr ago.
In contrast, on the Pass Creek segment, displacement may not have occurred in the
past 30,000 to 50,000 yr because no evidence of faulting of fans of late Pleistocene
age has been identified in the very preliminary field analysis conducted so far (K.
Pierce, oral communication, 1986). Many older events on the Pass Creek segment,
however, are suggested by the high structural relief. The youngest event on the
Arco segment was about 30,000 yr ago (Malde, 1971, 1985; Pierce, 1985; Scott et al.,
1985), so a period of quiescence persisted there during the same period when
displacement events were occurring on the Thousand Springs and Mackay segments.

Evidence of similar grouping of displacement events is found along the east flank
of the Stillwater Range, north-central Nevada. In discussions elsewhere in this
paper, a group of displacement events is noted to have occurred on a secondary
fault subparallel to and a few kilometers east of the main range-bounding fault
which had displacement in 1954 (Figure 2). During the period prior to 1954 when
displacements were occurring on these secondary faults, no displacements occurred
on the main range-front fault. Another example of grouping of events is found at
the base of the Fencemaker block, near the north end of the Stillwater Seismic gap,
where a fault scarp 18 m high and 3.5 km long is interpreted to represent multiple
displacements on a local segment of the range-front fault (Wallace and Whitney,
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1984). Adjacent segments of the range-front fault show no such group of fault
scarps. Also, near the mouth of Willow Creek on the west flank of the East Range,
north-central Nevada, a group of displacement events are recorded by compound
scarps, but along most of the range front evidence of such a group of events is
lacking (Wallace, 1979).

Changes in slip rate and differences in rates of slip on different segments of the
Wasatch fault zone in Utah are reported by Machette (1984). He interprets a 6- to
8-fo18 increase in cumulative slip rates through the latest part of the Quaternary
along the southern Wasatch fault zone. Furthermore, he interprets a slip rate of 0.2
mm/yr on the Nephi segment of the Wasatch fault zone prior to Bonneville time,
whereas Schwartz and Coppersmith (1984) find the slip rate for the central four
segments of the Wasatch fault zone to be possibly five to ten times greater.

LONG-TERM CHANGES IN SLIP RATE

Two ranges in north-central Nevada, the! East Range and Cortez Mountains, are
members of a set of southeast- or east-tilted ranges that are bounded on their
western flanks by active faults [Figure 3; see also photographs in Figure 13 of
Wallace (1978)]. Both range blocks contain a core of rocks of Paleozoic and Mesozoic
age and are capped by basaltic or andesitic lava flows of ages between 10 and 14
m.y. The flows on each range dip between 8° and 10° southeastward forming crude
dip slopes on their east or southeast flanks. The west or northwest flanks of both
ranges are fault-generated, and an active fault lies at the base of each.

Despite these similarities, the fault-generated range fronts of each are geomor-
phically very different. The profile of the East Range (Figure 3B) displays a
pediment a kilometer or two wide at the front of the range, and a map of the range
front shows an irregular, sinuous form characterized by embayments and projecting
spurs. Faceted spurs are absent, and the steepest part of the range is near its crest.
In contrast, on the fault-generated, northwest flank of the Cortez Mountains, the
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FIG. 3. (A) Graph showing variation in tilt rates of East Range and Cortez Mountains, Nevada. (B)
Profile of East Range. (C) Profile of Cortez Mountains. The differences in profiles of the fault-generated
range fronts result from different rates of tilting of the two range blocks during the earlier and later
periods in their lifetime of range-block tilting. [See also photographs in Figure 13 of Wallace (1978).]
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fault trace, on some segments represented by young scarps of Holocene age, lies at
the immediate base of a series of faceted spurs. No pediment is present between the
range-front fault and the geomorphic range front (Figure 3C). Mountain-front
sinuosity has been used by Bull and McFadden (1977) as an indicator of relative
rates of uplift of range blocks.

These differences in range-front geomorphology are interpreted as follows: during
the approximately 10 m.y.. required for each range block to tilt approximately 10°
southeastward, the rate of tilt of the range block, and thus the slip rate on the
frontal fault on the East Range, was more rapid in the earlier part of the 10 m.y.
interval and slower in the later part. In contrast, the Cortez Mountain block must
have tilted more slowly in the early part of the range-tilting interval and more
rapidlY-in the latter part (see Figure 3A). The formation of both ranges has involved
about the same amount of tilt, so that averaged over 10 m.y., the rates were the
same, but for periods of several million years, very different rates prevailed along
the two range fronts.

MIGRATION OF FAULT DISPLACEMENT

The slip rate on individual range-bounding faults or fault segments can change
markedly if faulting migrates. In the extensional domain of the Great Basin
province, fault slip near a range front may shift inward or outward from the main
range boundary to subparallel faults, displacement may elongate the surface rupture
along strike, or new branches may form to smooth irregularities in previous fault
patterns. Change in stress orientation may induce new faults to form or to reactjvate
long-dormant faults.

Two examples of migration of slip on range-bounding faults in north-central
Nevada are described.

In Dixie Valley, Nevada, surface faulting occurred in 1954, producing spectacular
fault scarps several meters high along the range-front fault at the immediate base
of the Stillwater range (Figure 2) (Slemmons, 1957). Such geomorphic evidence as
faceted spurs hundreds of meters high, wine glass-shaped drainage basins, and a
sharp break in slope at the base of the range front attest to repeated displacement
on the range-front fault over millions of years. Apparently, however, no major
displacement occurred along that fault throughout at least Holocene time (past
10,000 yr), inasmuch as there are no pronounced bevels or other remnants of young
fault scarps older than 1954 along or near the 1954 scarps. A few kilometers east of
the main range front, however, several displacement events occurred on a subparallel
fault that offset the piedmont slope by 15 to 18 m in Holocene and late Quaternary
time (Bell et al., 1984), and up to ~ m displacement took place in 1954. The moderate
degree of erosion of the compound scarp along this subparallel fault and the
moderate amount of offset of this piedmont slope suggest that the fault was
principally active in late Quaternary time during the period when the main range-
front fault remained quiescent. Prior to the development of the 15- to 18-m scarp,
however, quiescence on the subparallel fault was long enough, possibly several
hundred thousand years, for the piedmont slope to be smoothed by erosion and
deposition of sediments across the fault trace. The history of fault displacement
along the range front, thus, included eastward (outward from the range) migration
of displacement for a period of more than 10,000 yr, then activity renewed on the
main range-front fault in 1954. Such shifting of displacement from one fault to
another presents a problem in determining the slip rate for any individual fault or
fault segment.
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Faulting at the north end of the Humboldt Range, Nevada, appears to display a
shift in displacement from a part of the main range-front fault to a branch fault
which, furthermore, is interpreted to have formed and then elongated to the
northeast late in the history of faulting. The range-bounding fault along most of
the west flank of the Humboldt range trends gradually north, but near the north
end of the range the trend changes sharply to the east-northeast, and a 4-km
segment trends nearly east. From the bend in the range front, a fault branches and
extends northeastward for about 8 km (Figure 4). Displacement on the range-
bounding fault over app1'oximately 10 m.y. accounts for relief of between 1,200 and
1,800 m between the crest of the range and surrounding valleys. Relief across the
branching fault, however, is relatively small, about 100 m near the range, and relief
decreases to nothing at its northeast end. A raised pediment or terrace lies between
the branching fault and the main range front.

Relief on the branch fault is interpreted to have formed in late Quaternary time,
and the last displacement occurred since the last high stand of glacial Lake Lahontan
about 12,000 yr ago. The youngest fault scarp, a meter or two high ~nd representing
the last displacement event, is recognizable as a bevel at the base of higher parts of
the scarp, but it also extends northeastward beyond the compound scarp. Near its
northeast end, the youngest scarp stands alone, and there cuts the lake beds of
glacial Lake Lahontan including the high beach line of the lake. The extension of
the single-event scarp northeastward beyond the higher compound scarp and the
decrease in height of the compound scarp northeastward suggest growth or elonga-
tion of the scarp along strike.

CHANGES AT SUBPROVINCE SCALE

Changes in patterns and timing of faulting have occurred at subprovince scale.
Bucknam et at. (1980) report that in western Utah subprovinces of about 10,000 to
20,000 km2 are characterized by periods of faulting and periods of quiescence. Two
subprovinces, for example, had faulting of late Quaternary age although none
occurred in Holocene time, whereas some adjacent subprovinces had faulting of
Holocene age, and some had no faulting of late Quaternary age.

The central Nevada seismic belt was the site of several large-scale faulting events,

FIG. 4. Map of faults at the north end of the Humboldt Range, Nevada (in area of U.S. Geological
Survey topographic map of the Imlay quadrangle). During Quaternary time, displacement migrated from
the range-front fault to the branch fault which then elongated northeastward with time. The branch
fault decreases in displacement to northeast from 100 m to 55 m to 1 m. The higher scarps are compound,
but the northeasternmost is a single-event scarp. Surface faulting during the last event (within past
12.000 vr) extended northeastward beyond the hil{her compound scarp.
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which produced earthquakes larger than M 6.5, during the past century, while
adjacent subprovinces characterized by a similar density and style of faulting in
late Quaternary time remained quiescent (Wallace, 1981, 1984; Thenhaus and
Wentworth. 1982).

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

Nonuniformity of occurrence of large slip events on seismogenic faults and
variations of slip rates probably are normal characteristics of faulting in the Great
Basin province. Considering that extension generally characterizes the 800- km-
wide province in late Tertiary time and that the brittle crust, as represented by the
depth of earthquakes, is less than 20 km thick in most places, it would be surprising
if slip on individual faults were uniform for long periods of time, or if some local

"-

areas did not become active while others were quiescent. Irregularities in crustal
thickness, heat flow, and volcanism, changes in regional stress systems, and the
complex pre fractured nature of the Great Basin prior to the initiation of Basin and
Range structure make up a tectonic setting conducive to considerable irregularity
rather than simple uniformity of slip rates. Very likely slip rates are far more
irregular and variable on intraplate faults than on interplate faults.

Variations in the occurrence of large displacement events and in slip rates on
faults can be demonstrated at regional and subprovince scales, on the scale of
groups of ranges, and within single range and basin blocks. The variations take the
form of migration of activity across subprovinces or along belts, inward or outward
from, or along an individual range-front fault. Temporal grouping of large displace-
ment events may occur within sub-provinces or belts, or on segments of individual
faults.
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Temporal grouping of displacement events, which represent a great increase in
the rate of slip for a few thousand years, separated by along quiescent periods is

I illustrated diagrammatically in Figure 5A. Given such a model, the waiting time

until the next event cannot be reliably derived simply by subtracting the elapsed
time since the last event from the long-term average recurrence interval.

Additionally, if grouping is real, the concept that accumulated elastic strain is
released at some regular interval by a single displacement event in a seismic cycle
should be reexamined. Perhaps strain that has accumulated at a more or less
constant rate is released in a stuttering, spasmodic manner in a group of displace-
ment events. Conversely, strain itself may be accumulated spasmodically.

If grouR!.ng and migration, indeed, are common, as these preliminary analyses
suggest, care must be exercised in evaluating seismic hazard potentials. It is critical
to determine the timing and distribution of individual faulting events because long-
term average slip rates may give grossly incorrect assessments of the hazard
potential. Examinations of faults, for example, in only one or a few trenches near
the ends of fault segments or along branching faults, may provide a very incomplete
evaluation. Evaluation of the habits of faulting on both a subprovince scale and in
detail is essential for an adequate hazard assessment. Using geomorphic techniques
combined with detailed examinations, as by trenching, can provide a combination
of regional and detailed information.
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